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Use Rotating Tools to Correct Image Distortions When working on a photograph, you may find that you need to correct lens distortions. This can help with making photos look a little more realistic. The most common type of lens distortion is barrel distortion. It creates a barrel-shaped image with a more pronounced protruding lens area that is located toward the top left corner of the
image. Use the Lens Distortion Correction filter, which is found under the Effects>Lens Correction submenu. You can then use the Select the Radius of the Distortion button to select the desired amount of distortion. The Radius also allows you to correct barrel distortion by decreasing its size. TIP: You can also use the Tilt Shift filter to make landscapes look like they are slightly tilted in
an interesting way. For example, one can use the filter to tilt a landscape over toward a structure, giving it a feeling as if the structure is overbearing or even that it has fallen into a ditch.
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Adobe Photoshop Elements is a Windows application but can also be run on macOS through the use of Wine. WineBottler is a utility that converts Windows applications into macOS versions. The conversion isn’t flawless, but it gets you almost there. The best solution is to use WineBottler. To install Photoshop Elements on WineBottler, follow these instructions. Download Photoshop
Elements from here Install the Photoshop Elements installer Download the Windows installer of Photoshop Elements which works both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows Unzip the downloaded zip file, open the folder, and copy the extracted files to the Photoshop Elements directory (e.g. C:\Programs\Adobe\Photoshop Elements ) ) If you try to extract the.exe files directly, they’ll
get extracted into the C:\Programs\Adobe\Photoshop Elements directory, so you’ll end up with two folders (Program Files\Adobe Photoshop Elements and Program Files (x86)\Adobe Photoshop Elements ) When the installation is complete, open Photoshop Elements, and follow the instructions to get started. The following screenshots show how to install Photoshop Elements using
WineBottler. Install winebottler To install WineBottler, follow these instructions. Install winebottler Open the winebottler installation program from your downloaded zip file Click the green Install button to start installing winebottler. You’ll be asked for a location to install winebottler to. Click the Next button Click the Next button, select your user-profile directory and click the Create
button. A winebottler.ini file will be created in the user-profile directory. Click the Next button Click the Install button You’ll be asked about the desired task type. You can install a 32-bit program on a 64-bit OS or vice-versa. Click the Next button You’ll be prompted to confirm the installation and what you want to do with the installed files Click the Install button to proceed with the
installation Open the extracted files using WinMerge When the installation is complete, open a command prompt, and type the following commands one by one. winebottler.exe -install Adobe winebottler.exe -install Adobe winebottler.exe -install Photoshop winebottler.exe 05a79cecff
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Q: Grails domain class extending Serializable stops all services For one of our Grails web application we use a domain class that extends Serializable. Although the class is annotated with @Serializable, it still refuses to serialize to files. After adding Serializable to the class, the grails services fail with missing service declarations. If I remove the Serializable annotation, the class is
serialized and the services run fine. The class is a wrapper around a very large text file, it's only about 30k lines. A: Grails will actually ignore @Serializable, as long as it is a concrete class. This should be fine, and make it very easy to organize your code into smaller, more managable pieces. Make sure to use the serializeWith() method and some kind of replacable keys (using
KeyProvider) on each field so that you can easily reload these objects from disk for reuse and garbage collection, however - using Serializable will keep the objects from being reused until the full GC pass has completed. I think this blog post from Grails lead Jeff Inderman gives a good explanation on that: Useful Tools on Your Toolbelt for the Summer Whether you’re headed to the
beach, or your backyard, or even a nice day at your local pool, you’ll need more than sunscreen on your list of things to pack. Here are a few useful tools on your can-do toolbelt to ensure you’re well-prepared for the summer season. Backpack One of the most useful things to have in your back to is your lunch sack. Whether you’re headed to the beach, your local park, or even for a day
trip on the USS Constitution, having some much needed nutritious eats on-hand, and a bunch of wipes, is a real lifesaver. That way you can stay hydrated, nourished and ready to enjoy your outing at any moment. Your backpack is also a good choice for bringing your laptop and a water bottle, for a low-impact opportunity to get some work done, on your downtime during the day. Swim
Towel Whether you’re swimming at the beach or pool, or just relaxing on your
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To encourage broadband access and Internet usage, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has placed strict conditions on the "last mile" of the network. This last mile of fiber or copper is the part of the network that runs from the cell towers to the consumer. This can be a particularly expensive and difficult segment of the network to upgrade. The FCC is setting rules that will
only allow providers to earn revenue from networks that are capable of meeting the FCC's broadband goals. Services that are only capable of dial-up connectivity, or old legacy technologies will simply not be allowed to compete. So what does this mean for consumers? While the exact percentages are not specified, it's obvious that some broadband providers will be able to meet the FCC's
goals while others will not. By definition, the rule is going to increase the cost of broadband services for consumers. In the industry there is concern that consumers will be confused and misled by the FCC. A recent analysis conducted by the Competitive Telecommunications Association, a consortium of advanced broadband providers from across the United States, has outlined five key
takeaways for consumers. Here is what you need to know: 1) Consumers will be required to pay "reasonable prices." High prices for broadband services will continue to plague consumers. In fact, the problem is likely to become worse over time. The reason is simple - the FCC is requiring that broadband providers offer plans that increase "reasonable" prices. The problem is the exact
definition of what is "reasonable" is not spelled out. The Competitive Telecommunications Association estimates that this could lead to increased prices for consumers as much as 50% over the next few years. There is a chance that consumers will be able to opt-out of the new regulations and keep the increases to a smaller amount, but this would require consumers to sign an
unprecedented agreement with a new provider. 2) Consumers will have to pay "actual" prices for packages that don't include features they want. Some consumer plans will contain features that are not necessary for people to achieve the highest speeds. Consumers will be able to change the plan to remove features that they don't want and lower the prices they pay. This is a key concern
because if providers know that people are going to drop unwanted services, it will likely drive up the costs to other consumers. 3) Consumers will have to sign new agreements. While the previous rule did require providers to offer plans, the new rule will force consumers to sign new contracts with providers. Consumers
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